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Abstract. This short paper introduces the Interaction Predicate model, which at-
tempts to model some aspects of systematic interpretation of codified law. It intro-
duces an intermediate rule representation containing dynamic reasoning elements
which make use of domain knowledge ontologies.
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1. Legal Theory Foundation and Objective

Rule based reasoning in AI&Law faces the task of construing determinate rules from
sometimes vague and ambiguous legal sources. Our Interaction Predicate model (IP) is
intended to approach this issue by emulating techniques of systematic interpretation that
take account of the influence of the code’s structure and system on the legal meaning
of its provisions. Systematic interpretation in civil law theory distinguishes between two
categories of codified statements. Complete legal sentences provide enough information
by themselves to be translated into an unambiguous IF-THEN relation as it is needed
for a proper application of a rule to a case. Incomplete legal sentences need to be read
in conjunction with other legal sentences in order to compose such an autonomous reg-
ulation. Moreover, a code’s systematic structure can be divided into the exterior, being
the text’s sections, subsections etc., and the interior structure, mainly focusing on the
substantive correspondence of the terminology. The current objective of the IP concept
is to formally model this systematic interpretation method and, later on, to develop an
experimental environment which is supposed to reason with examples of codified law.
It can also visualize each norm’s sphere of influence inside the system, that is the set of
norms with which a certain norm interacts directly as well as through other norms, and
thereby show its impact on the code as a whole.

2. Explanation of the Interaction Predicate Approach

To allow a more accurate reflection of the code, the model uses common IF-THEN rela-
tions with binary predicates to represent each norm, but enriches them with dynamic el-
ements, so-called Interaction Predicates. These symbolize standard phenomena of norm



interaction and have reasoning algorithms attached to them, which are defined as the typ-
ical thinking steps a jurist takes when systematically interpreting the respective norm. In
this intermediate norm representation (INR), every legal sentence of the original code has
its own relation, so that the exterior system of the code is preserved. The interior system
is captured by a set of domain knowledge ontologies, which interrelate the binary predi-
cates and embed them in the overall legal construct. In the actual reasoning process, this
INR is translated into a tree of unambiguous IF-THEN rulesets, meaning rules which are
free of interaction predicates. The IP reasoning algorithms use the domain ontologies to
resolve interpretive issues and, whenever more than one legally plausible interpretation
is determined, spread open the tree’s branches accordingly.

For example, a general norm n1 may order a legal consequence under a set of factual
requirements r1, r2 and r3. A subsequent norm n2 provides that requirement r3 alone
"shall suffice" in case a fourth requirement r4 is present, but neither states n1’s conse-
quence anew nor makes an explicit reference to it. The IP model will represent n2 by
using the interaction predicate suffice as its consequence and enable it to determine n1 as
the referenced norm by virtue of n2’s structural position relative to n1. It will take over
n1’s consequence for n2 and, by using domain knowledge, determine whether r3 and r4
really make both r1 and r2 obsolete or whether there is an implicit assumption that only
one of them shall be disregarded while the other one remains required.

3. Related Research

The IP concept assumes that a piece of written law can principally be translated into a
normalized INR set. De Maat and Van Engers are already developing an automated rule
extraction model (de Maat & Van Engers [1]). The POWER project (Van Engers et. al.
[2]) included an anomaly detection framework which can spot inconsistencies in mod-
eled legislation and prompt an expert for reviewal. By contrast, the IP model is concep-
tualized to resolve norm interaction conflicts by utilizing formalized legal methods.

4. Concluding Remarks

The Interaction Predicate approach tries to capture civil law legal reasoning more accu-
rately by introducing an INR which neutrally preserves the sphere of influence of each
norm in the context of the code and underlying domain knowledge. Its functionality de-
pends on the definition of the IP algorithms, which may unnecessarily complicate undis-
puted issues. Still, we are convinced that experimental results can help sharpen the con-
tours of legal methodology and contribute to norm interpretation research in AI&Law.
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